MUSICAL MEDELLIN

MEDELLIN IS TRADITION

Medellin has always been a crucial point when it
comes to music. This city with metropolitan airs
is the house of a diversity of sounds: the
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suburban tango, the Salsa, the Hip-Hop, even the
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practices adjusted to new influences.

glamorous Jazz.
As the city grew and the times for entertainment
and recreation came to the fore, musical
The musical narrations that the city recounts in
its streets and with what happens in it, will allow
you to understand the feeling and expression of
these genres in the spaces that the city has for
its habitants and foreign visitors.
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Tango has made a multi-ethnic contribution to
our culture, thanks to our colonial past:
Indigenous, African and Creole.
When it comes to places to listen to Tango, you
can not miss "El Patio del Tango". This tango
place collects the best of the great eras and
artists of this wonderful genre, you will hear live
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bands where the Bandoneon, the Guitar and
dance artists will delight your evening.

THE TANGO
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THE HIP-HOP
The hip-hop of the 90's in Medellin was the only genre
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that took the task of forming a historical
consciousness. The diversity that gives the beat in the
urban landscape was noticeable, it was seen that a
new neo-culture with teeths and without fear of using
them was emerging.
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In the Commune 13, you will be able to penetrate the
urban imaginary of the city and live the Hip-Hop
culture in Casa Kolacho. You will see some graffiti as
an active element of this culture and as a way to a
peaceful and joyful revolution that opens the mind
towards times of peace and reconciliation.
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It's been a long time since jazz stopped being an
exclusive American music to become world music.
Medellin was not far behind in absorbing it and today
it is a protagonist with a style and very own
characteristics.
In the last decade, important foreign jazz players who
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came to Medellín on concert tours, never left again to
their origin countries.

THE JAZZ

Today, Medellin offers the possibility to experience the
jazz at "El Club del Jazz", a project that seeks to spread
this wonderful musical genre in a broader way.
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THE SALSA

Images of the city, of the places where salsa is
the protagonist of a Medellin that hosts a
rhythm, allow us to understand through images
the role of the city in this whole universe of the
salsa. A city that speaks of it in dance schools
like Dance Free and in bars like Buenavista Bar.
It's not free that Salsa bars in Medellin are one
of its main attractions because salsa is inserted
in the everyday and in the urban lifestyle.
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Included:
- Transportation
- Guides
- Lunch
- Snacks
- Medical card
- Hydration
- Shared route

Not included:
- IVA (residents)

Observations:
- Rates subject to availability and season
- All-terrain footwear
- Sunscreen

